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1 
Our invention relates to a machine for clean 

ing reclaimed concrete form boards or panels, and 
the object of the invention is to provide a ma 
chine wherein used concrete form boards or 
panels may be reconditioned for further use in 
the construction of concrete forms. General 
practice in the construction industry has been 
to scrap concrete form boards after they have 
been removed from the set concrete, and to use 
new lumber in the construction of forms. This 
practice Was not considered to be particularly 
wasteful when lumber was abundant and cheap, 
but due to today's scarcity of lumber and high 
prices, it is realized that the scrapping of used 
form boards adds considerably to concrete con 
Struction costs and also very frequently delays 
construction due to the difficulty in obtaining 
new lumber. 
Aparticular object of the present invention is 

to devise a simple and effective machine through 
which used concrete form boards may be passed 
for reclaiming, and wherein protruding nails in 
the boards may be readily severed and the boards 
thoroughly cleaned of adhering concrete whereby 
they are put into condition for re-use. 
Another object of the invention is to provide 

board flattening or Squeezing rollers in the ma 
chine so that the nails may be cut off close to the 
board surface and the faces of the boards thor 
toughly scrubbed and cleaned irrespective of any 
Warps developed in the boards due to exposure of 
their inner faces to wet concrete. 
A further object of our invention is to provide 

a simple machine consisting of a frame support 
ing a plurality of pairs of upper and lower rollers 
and rotary Scrubbing brushes through which a 
board may be passed for reclaiming; a high speed 

1 circular saw being supported in the frame and 
positioned to engage nail ends hanging from the 
board and cut them off. 
With the foregoing and other objects in view 

as shall hereinafter appear, our invention con 
sists of a concrete form board or panel cleaning 
machine, all as hereinafter more particularly de 
scribed and illustrated in the accompanying draw 
ings in which: ? : '. ... - 

Fig. 1 is a plan view of the machine. 
Fig. 2 is a vertical longitudinal cross-sectional 

view through the machine, being taken through 
the line 2-2, Fig.1. - 

Fig. 3 is an enlarged transverse cross-sectional 
view through the machine, being taken through 
the line 3-3, Fig. 1. - 

Fig. 4 is an enlarged transverse cross-sectional 
view through the machine, being taken through 
the line 4-4, Fig. 1, and 
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* Fig. 5 is an enlarged side elevational view of a 
fragmentary portion of the machine, being taken 
from the line 5-5, Fig. 1. . . . . . 

Like characters of reference indicate corre 
sponding parts in the different views of the draw 
lingS. 
The machine broadly comprises a plurality of 

pairs of upper and lower rollers, a nail cutting 
saw and a pair of scrubbing rollers, all of which 
are Supported in horizontal alignment upon a 
frame 2 of such a height that the boards may 
be conveniently passed through the machine by 
the operator. · ::.. 
The board feed end of the frame 2 carries a 

paif of spaced-apart parallel channel guide mem 
bers 3 between which a board may be fed into 
the machine, as illustrated in Fig. 4. In order 
to permit the distance between the channels 3 to 
be adjusted to various board widths, a pair of 
threaded Spindles 4 are mounted within bearings 
5 in the vicinity of the upper edges of the frame 
2. Each of the spindles 4 is formed with two 
threaded portions 6 and 7 at either end thereof, 
the threads 6 being right-hand threads and the 
threads 7 being left-hand threads. The guide 
channels 3 are carried upon two pairs of screw 
blocks 8 which are mounted upon the threaded 
portions 6 and of the spindles i, whereby ro 
tation of the Spindles 4 in one direction will move 
the blocks 8 and channels 3 towards each other 
and rotation of the spindles 4 in the opposite di 
rection Will move the blocks 8 and channels 3 
apart. 

In order that the screw blocks. 8 may move 
in unison upon rotation of the spindles 4, two 
Sprocket wheels 9 of equal diameter are mounted 
upon the ends of the spindles 4 and are con 
nected by an endless chain O. One of the 
Spindles 4 carries an operating handle upon 
its end opposite to the end carrying the sprocket 
Wheel 9. It will be understood that upon ro 
tation of the handle'll the operator may either 
move the guide channels 3 towards each other 
or apart to suit the width of the boards being 
passed between the channels. 
To carry a board into the machine, a pair of 

feed rollers 2 and 3 are suitably mounted and 
positioned upon the frame 2 at the inner end 
of the channel guide assembly. The roller 3, 
as illustrated in Fig. 3, consists of a shaft f4 car 
trying a plurality of equal diameter roller fianges 
5 which are adjustably secured in any suitable 
mannel upon the shaft. 4 as by locking screws 
6. The outer flanges 5 are formed with lips 
7 which act as guides in directing a board 8 

between the rollers. The roller shaft 4 carries 
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a sprocket wheel 9 on One end thereof and 
over which a drive chain 20 passes. 
As used form boards generally carry a num 

ber of nails which remain in the board after it is 
pulled out of placed in taking down a concrete 
form, the purpose of providing a board guide 
consisting of two channels and lower rollers of 
flange form will be readily apparent upon ref 
erence to Figs, 3 and 4. The channels 3 are so 
proportioned that they only overlie the edges of 
the board 8 to a slight degree so as to clear 
the nails 2 which are usually Spaced in from 
the edges of a board, and the flanges 5 are so 
arranged upon the shaft i? that the nails will 
pass between the flanges as the board passes 
through the feed rollers. 
A second pair of rollers 22 and 23 are ad 

jacently positioned to the feed roller's 2 and 3 
and are of the same construction and arrange 
ment, except that the roller 23 is not driven. 
The rollers 22 and 23 are provided for the pur 
pose of flattening a warped board, such as illus 
trated in Figs. 3 and 4, and for this purpose are 
spaced apart a distance substantially equal to 
the thickness of a board. 
A circular Saw 24 is positioned adjacently t0 

the pair of rollers 22 and 23 and is arranged 
to lie in close proximity to the botton face of a 
board passing thereover. The SaW is carried upon 
the upper end of a shaft 25 mounted within a pair 
of bearing blocks 23 and driven by a motor 2 
through the medium of a drive belt £S extending 
around a pair of sprockets 29 and 33 on the 
motor shaft and saw shaft 25. The circular 
saw is designed to rotate at a high speed and 
cut off any nails, 2 protruding downwardly 
from a board passing thereover. 
Another pair of board Squeezing or flattening 

rollels 3 and 32 are carried upon the frame to 
receive the board after it passes over the nail 
cutting saw 24 for the purpose of retaining a 
warped board in its flattened form as it passes 
over the saw to be directed between the scrubbing 
Forushes. 
The board cleaning assembly is adjacently 

positioned to the rollers 3 and 32 and consists 
of a pair of rotary scrubbing brushes 33 and 34 
which are carried upon spindles 35 and 36. The 
spindle 35 is mounted within a pair of bearing 
blocks 37 carried within bearing block frames 
38 extending upwardly from the frame 2. The 
spindle 26 of the brush 34 is carried within a 
pair of bearing blocks 39 secured to the under 
sides of the top members of the frame 2. The 
spindles 35 and 36 carry gear wheels AC and - A 
which mesh with a suitably mounted gear Wheel 
32 positioned therebetween. The spindle 36 also 
carries a sprocket wheel i3 over which a drive 
chain 44 passes. It will be apparent that rota 
tion of the scrubbing brush 34 and its spindle 36 
will, through the medium of the gears 30, 3 and 
42, rotate the scrubbing brush 33. 
To feed a finished board from out of the na 

chine, a pair of rollers 45 and 46 are mounted 
upon the frame 2 adjacent to the scrubbing. 
brushes, the spindle A of the lower roller carry 
ing a sprocket wheel 48 over which a drive chain 
49 is carried. In order to prevent a board from 
tipping up as it leaves the machine a pair of 
freely rotatable rollers 50 and 5 may be mounted 
upon the frame 2 if found desirable. 
To provide for alteration of the spacing of 

the rollers of each pair in relation to the thick 
ness of a board being fed through the machine, 
the upper roller of each pair of rollers is mount 
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4. 
ed for vertical adjustment. The spindles of the 
upper rollers are carried within bearing blocks 
52 which are slidably mounted within inverted 
U-shaped frames 53 carried upon the upper edges 
of the frame 2. The blocks 52 are urged upward 
ly within the frames by compression springs 54 
inserted between the lower faces of the blocks 52 
and the top edges of the frame 2. Adjusting 
ScreWS 55 a.re threaded into the top cross mem 
bers of the frames 53 to bear against the upper 
faces of the bearing blocks 52. 

in moving the rollers closer together the ad 
justing screws 55 are threaded downwardly 
whereby the bearing blocks 52 are moved down 
Wardly against the compression of the springs 
54. To move the blocks apart the adjusting 
ScreWS 55 are threaded upwardly to allow the 
compreSSed Springs 54 to push the bearing blocks 
32 upWardly. 
The machine driving rollers and saw may be 

driven in any Suitable manner, as for example, 
that shown in the drawings, wherein we furnish 
tWQ notors, One notor for driving the rolliers and 
a Second motor 2, as hereinbefore described, for 
dºiving the SaW. 

the roller drive comprises a motor 56 coupled 
to a speed reduction and drive reversing gear 
box 5. The gear box is designed to incorporate 
a pair of drive shafts which rotate in opposite 
directions. Referring to Fig. 5, one drive shaft 
S is contained within a second hollow drive shaft 

or sleeve 59 which rotates in the opposite direc 
tioia to the shaft 58. The drive chain is ex 
tending froii the sprocket 43 of the scrubbing 
brushas extends over a sprocket wheel 60 secured 
to the dWe Shaft 59. 
The drive shaft 58 protrudes outwardly from 

the hollow end of the drive shaft 59 and upon 
Which a pair of sprocket wheels are nounted. 
One Spocket wheel carries the chain a which 
extends to the sprocket; 9 of the lower feed roller 
i3, and the other sprocket wheel carries the chain 
49 extending to the Sprocket wheel i8 of the 
roller 46. It will thus be appreciated that through 
this arrangement the Scrubbing brushes 33 and 
38 rotate in the opposite direction to the driving 
rollers whereby the brushes rotate against the 
movement of the board passing therebetween. 

In adjusting the machine, the guide channels 
3 are arrainged such a distance apart that a 
board may freely slide therebetween. The 
roller 2 of the feed rollers 2 and 3 is adjusted 
in height So that a board may be readily fed 
between the rollers by the operator. The board 
flattening rollers 22 and 3 of the pairs of rollers 
22 and 23 and 3; and 32 are so adjusted in height 
that the distance between the faces of the rollers 
of each pair is substantially equal to the thick 
neSS of the board to be received, so that a 
Warped board, Such as illustrated in Figs. 3 and 
4, in passing between these pairs of rollers is 
flattened whereby the circular saw may be ad 
justed to SWeep across the lower face of the 
board passing thereover, and the Scrubbing 
brushes to engage the board passing therethrough 
across its entire width. 

it will thus be apparent that we have devised 
a very simple type of machine which inay be 
readily set up at the site of a building constric 
tion, and wherein used concrete form boards may 
be readily and quickly passed therethrough for 
reclaiming, the treating of each board being only 
a matter of Seconds. Although we have shown 
and described our machine as being designed for 
treating concrete form beards it will be appre 
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ciated that it may be readily proportioned to 
treat and reclaim form panels in the same man 
ner as the boards, and while we have shown and 
described a particular embodiment of our inven 
tion, it is to be understood that we may make 
Such changes and alterations as we may from 
time to tinne deem necessary, without departing 
from the spirit of our invention as set forth in 
the appended claims. 
What We claim as our invention is: 
1. A machine for reclaimed nail containing 

concrete form boards and comprising a frame 
Supporting a plurality of pairs of upper and lower 
rollers between which a board may be passed 
for reclaiming and a source of power for rotat 
ing several of the rollers, one pair of rollers con 
stituting the means for feeding a board there 
between into the machine and having one of its 
rollers driven from the source of power, one of 
the said board feeding rollers being formed with 
a plurality of board face engaging flanges, a Sec 
Ond pair of rollers constituting the Ileans for 
flattening a board and adjacently positioned to 
the board delivery side of the feed rollers and 
having their rolling faces spaced apart a distance 
substantially equal to the thickness of the board 
to be received therebetween Whereby the faces of 
said rollers engage the entire widths of the up 
per and lower faces of the board, and a circular 
nail Severing saw driven from the Source of power 
and positioned adjacently to the board flatten 
ing rollers at the board delivery side thereof, the 
circular saw being positioned to lie in close proX 
imity to the bottom face of a board passing there 

, , , OWE". 
2. A machine for reclaimed nail containing 

concrete form boarris and comprising a frame 
Supporting a plurality of pairs of upper and lower 
rollers between which a board may be passed 
for reclaiming and a source of power for rotat 
ing several of the rollers, one pair of rollers con 
stituting the means for feeding a board there 
between into the machine and having one of its 
rollers driven from the Source of power, One of 
the said board feeding rollers being formed with 
a plurality of board face engaging flanges, a 
second pair of rollers constituting the means for 
flattening a board and adjacently positioned to 
the board delivery side of the feed rollers and 
having their rolling faces Spaced apart a dis 
tance substantially equal to the thickness of the 
board to be received therebetween whereby the 
faces of said rollers engage the entire Widths of 
the upper and lower faces of the board, a circu 
lar nail Severing SaW driven from the Source of 
power and positioned adjacent to the board flat 
tening rollers at the board delivery side thereof, 
the circular saw being positioned to lie in close 
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6 
proximity to the bottom face of a board passing 
thereover, a second pair of board flattening roll 
ers positioned to receive a board in its travel upon 
passing out of contact with the nail severing Saw. 

3. A machine for reclaimed nail containing 
concrete form boards and comprising a frame 
Supporting a plurality of pairs of upper and lower 
rollers between which a board may be passed 
for iteclaiming and a source of power for rotat 
ing several of the rollers, one pair of rollers con 
stituting the means for feeding a board there 
between into the machine and having one of its 
rollers driven from the source of power, one of 
the said board feeding rollers being formined with 
a plurality of board face engaging flanges, a 
Second pair of rollers constituting the means for 
flattening a board and adjacently positioned to 
the board delivery side of the feed rollers and 
having their rolling faces spaced apart a dis 
tance Substantially equai to the thickness of the 
board to be i'eceived therebetween whereby the 
faces of Said rollers engage the entire widths of 
the upper and lower faces of the board, a circu 
lar nail Sewering Saw driven from the Source of 
power and positioned adjacently to the board 
flattening rolliers at the board delivery side 
thereof, the circular saw being positioned to lie 
in close proximity to the bottom face of a board 
passing thereover, a third pair of board flatten 
ing rollers positioned to receive a board in its 
travel upon passing out of contact with the saw, 
and a fourth pair of rollers positioned to receive 
a board passing out of contact With the third 
pair of board flattening rollers and deliver it 
from the machine. 

EDWIN ROBEERT WANS. 
JOHN HENRY WALTER, EVANS. 
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